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Mathematical instanton bundles on P2n+1
By Christian Okonek and Heinz Spindler*) at Göttingen
0. Introduction
A mathematical instanton bündle with quantum number k on P3 is by defmition
l
a holomorphic rank-2 bündle E with Chern polynomial ct (£) = -  ^  which has
natural cohomology Hq(E(l)) in the ränge ~3^/^0. These bundles are stable, hence
trivial on generic lines and have a symplectic structure which is unique up to
multiplication with scalars [14].
Via the Penrose transformation a certain subset of these bundles corresponds to
self-dual Solutions of the S U (2) Yang-Mills equations on S4 [1].
Recently the Penrose transformation has been generalized by Salamon [13].
Salamon constructs for every quaternionic manifold M a twistor bündle
: ^
over M, such that the total space Z is a complex manifold [13]. If M= P^ is the n-
dimensional projective space over the quaternions M this twistor bündle is the well-
known fibration
: P*"*1-* p^
Identifying C2n+2 with
 cMn+1 one obtains a real structure on P£n+i such that the
real lines are precisely the fibres of .
The special case M = P^ = S4 is just the usual Penrose transformation.
This makes it reasonable to try to construct holomorphic 2n-bundles on
using the fibration over P^. Salamon proves the following result [12]:
Let
A{\ Mk^ Mn+*, i = 0, l, . . . ,n,
be M-linear mappings. For every q = (q0> • • • > 4 n ) e IWn+i define
*) Diese Arbeit entstand während eines Forschungsaufenthalts des zweiten Autors am Max-Planck-
Institut für Mathematik in Bonn.
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Assume, that for all qe MK+1\{0} we have
(*) A(q) A(q)eGL(k9
cf (£) = (- ^ J , which is trivial on the real lines π i([q]) and has a symplectic
Then there exists a holomorphic 2n-bundle £ on Ρ£η+1 with Chern polynomial
_!_
J-t2
structure.
Two special cases of this construction are well-known. For k = l, n ^  l one gets
the so called Nullcorrelation bundles [9]. For n = l, k *z l this construction gives all
mathematical instanton bundles, which come from physics [14].
Unfortunately for k > l, n > l the condition (*) is hard to check. Therefore it is not
clear, that those bundles £ really do exist.
This remark was the starting point for our paper.
Let £ be an algebraic rank-2n b ndle on P£n+1. We say, £ is a mathematical
instanton b ndle with quantum number fc, if £ is simple, has Chern polynomial
l Υ
—Γ) and natural cohomology Hq(E(l)) in the r nge —2n— l ^ / ^O .
^1 — t J
Furthermore we require that £ has a symplectic structure and trivial Splitting type.
We shall prove, that the set M/p2n+i(fc) of isomorphism classes of mathematical
instanton bundles with quantum number k on P^n+1 can be identified with a quotient
MI[p2n+i(k) = SK(2n-\-2k)/GL(k, <C),
where SK(2n + 2k) denotes the variety of non-degenerate simple Symmetrie Kronecker
modules of rank 2n + 2fc (Definition 1.2). From geometric invariant theory it follows
that the set MIp2n+i(k) of stable bundles in MIP2n+i(k) carries the structure of a quasi-
projective variety (Theorem 1. 13).
In the second part of the paper we prove that for all k i> l, n ^  l the moduli spaces
M/p2n+i(fc) are non-empty, giving an explicit construction of an appropriate Kronecker
module.
1. Properties of mathematical instanton bundles on p2"*1
We use the notation of [9] with some minor changes. Let V be a complex vector
space of dimension 2w + 2, ηΞ> l, P>= P (V*) the associated projective space of lines in
V. An algebraic vector b ndle £ on P has a symplectic structure, if there is an
isomorphism
<?:£-+£*
with φ*= —φ.
If £ is simple, a symplectic structure is unique up to multiplication with scal rs.
We say that £ has natural cohomology in the r nge ri^l^ r2, if for every / in that
r nge at most one of the cohomology groups Hq(E(l)) is non zero [6].
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Definition 1.1. An algebraic rank-2 n b ndle £ on F is a mathematical
instanton b ndle with quantum number fc^l if it has the following properties:
(i) the Chern polynomial of E is ct(E) = \
(ii) E has natural cohomology in the r nge — 2 n— l
(iii) E has trivial Splitting type,
(iv) E is simple,
(v) E has a symplectic structure.
Remark. (i) — (iv) are open properties but not (v) except in the case n= 1.
We denote the set of isomorphism classes of these bundles by
Let H be a complex vector space of dimension /c,
<x:A2V-+L(H,H*)
a linear map. We define the adjoint
of α by
A(v1®
For every v G V let
v**: F*® #*-»#*
be the evaluation mapping associated to v.
Definition 1. 2. A Kronecker module on H is a linear map
with the following properties
(i) A(v ® -) : H -> F* ® #* is injective for all i? e V\ {0} .
(ii) ** ο ά ; F ® H -» H* is surjective for all i; e V\ {0} .
The ranfc of the Kronecker module a is the rank of the linear map ά.
A Kronecker module α is Symmetrie if the image of α lies in the subspace
S2H*c:L(!f, H*) of the Symmetrie bilinear forms on H, i.e. if ά is symplectic.
If for almost all vl9 v2eV the bilinear form a(t;x Λ v2) is non-degenerate we call
the Kronecker module α non-degenerate.
A Kronecker module α is simple, if for each pair φΐ5 φ2 e Endff with φ|α = αφ^ it
follows that ψι = φ2 = λ idH.
A Kronecker module α is called irreducible (cf. [7], [12]) if the following condition
holds:
If C/cH, l/' elf* are linear subspaces, such that Ι/'ΦΟ, Uf φ Η* and
<Φι Λ ^2) (tO ^  ^ ' f°r nearly independent t;l9 1;2 e F, then dim [7 < dim U'.
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Remark. Property (i) is equivalent to (ii) for Symmetrie Kronecker modules.
We want to associate to every mathematical instanton b ndle with quantum
number k on P= p2«+i
 a nOn-degenerate simple Symmetrie Kronecker module of
rank 2n + 2k.
Lemma 1.3. Lei E be a rank-2 n vector b ndle with Chern polynomial
H on P.
l-£2 )
If E has natural cohomology in the r nge — 2n— l ^ / ^O, E is the cohomology
b ndle of a monad
(1) ϋ^Η
Proof. From the Riemann-Roch formula we find the Hubert polynomial of E
The proof follows now from the Beilinson spectral sequence [9]
(E for
El* = H*(E(p)}®Q-*(-p) = _ (U lor
On P = P (V*) we have the Euler sequence
0-* (l)-+F*®C?-»0(l)-*0.
Tensoring this sequence with H1 (£(—!)) and combining it with (1) we get the following
commutative diagram
0 0 0
(P
(P - ·· ^(£(-1))® V*® G -*-+ Η1(Ε)®Φ
0
0 0 0
The first row and the first column are monads with the same cohomology E. The
remaining rows and columns are exact.
Corollary 1. 4. Let E be a b ndle s in 1. 3. Then E is the cohomology of a monad
Define
= Η2Β(£(-2η-1)),
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Lemma 1.5. Let E be a b ndle s in 1.3. A symplectic structure φ:Ε-+Ε*
induces a symplectic structure q: K(E)—+K(E)* on K(E) such that E is the cohomology
b ndle of a self-dual monad
(3) 0 - >H(£)®0(-l)-^K(E)®0^ff(E)*®0(l) - .0.
Proof. From [9] it follows that the morphisms of E to E* correspond to
morphisms of the associated monads. So φ induces the following commutative diagram
0 - > H(E)®&(-1) -*-+ K(E)®& -*U //*(£(- 1))®
92
0 - > H1 (£(-!))* ® 0(-l) -^ K(E)* ® Θ -pr> //(£)* ® 0(1) - > 0.
Now q = q>2 is the induced symplectic structure, and with φ3 s an identification (Serie
duality associated to the given symplectic structure φ) we get b' = a'*q.
Now let £ be a rank-2n b ndle on P with the properties (i) (ii) and (v) of
definition 1.1. With respect to some symplectic structure φ : E — > E* we get a canonical
identification Hl(E(— 1))^; //(JE)*. The morphism a in the monad (1) can then be
written s
α = αΕ,φ : H(E)
α is represented by a linear map
& = Α*.φ : V
which is the adjoint of a linear map
Claim, ά is symplectic.
Proof. From (2) and (3) we get the following commutative diagram
0 0
0
It follows πα! = α'*ή[ = (α2π*)*ή[ = πα*ή[ and therefore a1 = afq.
Now by definition & is equal to a ta2 and thus we have
<** = (<* < z a ) * = = a V a = -ά.
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So we can eonsider α s a map Λ 2 Κ — » S2 H (E)*. We then obtain the following
"symplectic" commutative diagram with exact columns
0 0 0
«
H(E)
0 - > H1 (E)* ® & - V ® H(E)
0 (P
Η(Ε)*®Ω(1) —ϋ-^Η^Ε)!
l l
F* ® #(£)* ® (P -£-> #'(£) ι
v 0
0 0 0
The second row of this diagram is also exact.
Proposition 1.6. Lei E be a rank-2 n b ndle on P with Chern polynomial
( l Υc,(£) = ( - j" l and natural cohomology in the r nge — 2 η — Ι ^ ί ^ Ο , φ: Ε-* E* a
symplectic structure on E. Then the associated map
is a Symmetrie Kronecker module of rank 2 n -l· 2 k. Furthermore we have:
(i) α is simple if and only if E is simple.
(ii) α is non-degenerate if and only if E has trivial Splitting type.
Proof. Since a has to be injective on fitjres we see from (4) that α is a Symmetrie
Kronecker module. The rank of A is dim(F® H(E))-h1(E) = 2n + 2k.
(i) follows immediately from
Lemma 1. 7. Lei E\, E{ be complex vector spaces, i = l, 2, 3, and
M =0 -> H! ® 0(- 1) -*> H2 ® Ω(1) Λ /f 3 ® (P -> 0,
M' = 0 -» Hi ® (P(- 1) ·** H'2 ® Ω(1) -^ H'3 ® (P -> 0
monads. Lei H = Hom* (M, M') fee ί/ie following complex. H1 is the complex vector space
of all homomorphisms M— >M' of degree i; ί/ie differentials dl : Hl-+Hi+1 are defined by
d°(x,y,z) = (a'x-ya, b'y-zb),
Then there exist canonical isomorphisms
Ext«(E, £')^
E = ker fe/im a9 E1 = ker fcVi
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Especially we have
Hom(E, E') ker d° = {homomorphisms of complexes M — * M'} .
Proof. [10].
(ii) follows from the following more precise result (cf. [9] II. 4. 2. 3).
Lemma 1.8. Lei E, α be s in proposition 1.6. If La P> is the line de ned by
v1,v2eV9 v ! Λ t;2=t=0, then the restriction EL of E to L is trivial if and only if the
Symmetrie bilinear form ci(vi Λ v2) on H (E) is non-degenerate, i.e. rka(vi Λ v2) = k.
Proof. Let Wc: V be the subspace generated by v1 and υ29 α(#ι Λ ν2) can be
considered s linear map
with adjoint
(a^f : W ® H (E) -> W* ® H(E)* .
Restricting the monad (a, b) in (4) to L and combining with the exact sequence
0 -* (VI W)* ® &L -> (l)L -> L(l) -^ 0
we get the following short exact sequence of complexes of vector bundles on L:
0 0 0
H'®0L(-1) -
(- 1) -^^ H(E)
0 - > H"®G-\ - > H E * ® l - * 0
0 0 0
From this we obtain the long exact cohomology sequence
0 —* ker b'L/im a'L —> EL —* coker aL —> coker fc^ —* 0.
One easily sees that EL is trivial if and only if L is surjective. But L is nothing eise
than the map associated to (aw)~ and so L is surjective iff aw is non-degenerate. This
completes the proof of the lemma and of the proposition.
Remark. The above proof also shows that EL £ 0L(1) ® Gf 2n~2 ® 6L(-1) if and
only if rk oc(vi Λ v2) = k — l.
Now let H, W be fixed complex vector spaces of dimension fc, 2n(k— 1)
respectively.
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Proposition 1. 9. Lei α : Λ2 V— » S2 H* be a simple Symmetrie Kronecker module of
rank 2 n + 2 k on H. Then α defines a monad M (a)
(5) 0-+Η®Φ(-1)-^Η*®Ω(1)-^Ψ®Θ->0
( l V
whose cohomology b ndle E (a) is simple, has Chern polynomial ct(£(a)) = l -  ^  l and
natural cohomology in the r ne — 2η — 1^/5ΞΟ. ^ '  ge
Furthermore a induces a symplectic structure φ: E (a)— »E (a)* on E (a) such that
a suitable isomorphism g:H^>H(E).
Proof. The first part of the proposition is clear.
From (5) we get a commutative diagram analogous to (4). The corresponding
connecting homomorphism
d : £(a)* = H1 (M (a)*) -> H2 (M (a)) = £(a)
gives us a symplectic structure φ — δ"1. Now the identity id:E — »E induces isomorph-
isms gi : H -> # (E), g2 : ff * -» H(£)* such that
Since ά£><ρ and Λ are symplectic we get a(gfg1) = gf &Et9gl and thus
By assumption α is simple and so we have g*Si = a2idH for some Ae C\{0}. Taking
g = - g i we are done.
Now let SKv(H)c:L(A2V9 S2 H*) denote the set of all non-degenerate simple
Symmetrie Kronecker modules of rank 2n4-2fe. We consider the natural action
of GL(H) on L(A2V, S2 H*), where g*ag is defmed by
g*ag(^i A u2) = g*°a(tfi A r2)og.
S Kv (H) is GL(#)-invariant.
Proposition 1. 10. The map α κ* Ε (α) induces a bijection
φ: SKV(H)/GL(H)
Proo/ If E is a mathematical instanton b ndle, φ : E —» E* a symplectic structure
on E, g: H— *H(E) an isomorphism, then a = g*a£t<pg defines a Kronecker module
ae S Kv (H) with E(a)^E, thus φ is surjective. The injectivity of φ follows by the same
argument s at the end of the proof of proposition 1. 9.
Now we want to show, that the set M/p2n+i(fc) of isomorphism classes of stable
mathematical instanton bundles with quantum number k carries the structure of a
quasi-projective variety.
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Let P = P>(L(A2V, S2 H*)*) be the projective space of lines in L(A2V, S2 H*).
We consider the closed subspace
XaP
consisting of all points [a] 6 P which satisfy the rank condition
X is SL(/f)-invariant under the natural action of S L (H) on P. Let XS(XSS) be the open
set of (semi-)stable points in X with respect to SL(H) in the sense of Mumford [8]. Then
the quotient XSS/SL(H) exists and is a projective variety. XS/SL(H) is an open subspace
of XSS/SL(H) [8]. In order to show that M/£2n+i(fc) is an open subset of XS/SL(H) we
need the following two lemmata.
Lemma 1.11. Let aeSKv(H) be a Kronecker module, £ = £(a) the associated
instanton b ndle. If E is stable, then α is irreducible.
Proof. First we recall that E is stable if there doesn't exist any subsheaf F c E
with 0<rkF<rk£ and c^FJ^O. The proof is now essentially the same s the proof of
Le Potier [12] and so we omit it.
Lemma 1.12. A Kronecker module aeSKv(H) is irreducible if and only if the
point [a] e X is stable with respect to SL(H).
Proof. Again we omit the proof since the proof of Hulek [7] generalizes without
difficulty to our case.
Now let SKsv(H)c:SKv(H) be the set of Kronecker modules belonging to stable
bundles, P(SKy(H)) the corresponding SL(ff)-invariant open subset of X.
From Lemma 1. 11 and Lemma 1. 12 we know that P(SKy(H))aXs and we get
Theorem 1. 13. The map α ϊ — >£(α) induces a bijection
ψ: P>(SKsv(H))/SL(H)-^Mrp2n+i(k).
ψ induces the structure of a quasi-projective variety on M/p2„+i(/c). With this structure
MIp2n+i(k) is a coarse moduli space for stable mathematical instanton bundles with
quantum number k on p2n+1. MIp2n+i(k) = Xss/SL(H) is a natural compactification of
Let <S = Grass2(tO be the grassmannian of lines in P,
G = {[l?! Λ V2-]\V19 V2 G V, V, Λ V2 ΦΟ} C P(A2
Let α be an element of SKV(H).
We have the canonical inclusion
H (g) 0c(-l) -» H (g) A2 V® GG.
The composition with
defines a morphism
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Since α is non-degenerate ΘΛ is a monomorphism and
0(a) = coker0a(-l)
is a sheaf on G with support on the set SE(a} of jumping lines of £(a).
We call 0(oc) the theta-characteristic associated to oc.
Lemma 1.14. Lei a, a' e SKV(H) be Kronecker modules with associated theta-
characteristics 0, Θ'.
Θ and Θ1 are isomorphic if and only if a and a' He in the same GL(H)-orbit.
Proof. From a' = g*ag we get the following commutative diagram
0 > H ® 0<j(l) > ff* ® d)G > 0(1) > 0
0 - * H®(9G(-\) - * H*®&G - > ©Hl) - > 0.
Conversely an isomorphism \ρ:Θ-*Θ' induces isomorphisms g2 : H — > ff, gt : H* — > ff*
such that 0a>g2 = gi0a and thus a'g2 = gia. Since a' is simple we get a' = g*ag if we put
g = -g? with a suitable scalar λ.
Λ
Remark. S£(a)c= i? is a hypersurface of degree k with equation deta^ Λ ι;2) = 0.
Since £(a) always has jumping lines of higher order [4] the sheaf Θ(α) can't be
invertible on SE(a}. But one can easily show that 6>(a) has the following properties which
justify our terminology:
i) 0(oc) is an 0S£(a)-sheaf.
ii) 0(α)
iii) The restriction of 0(a) to the dual plane P* a G of a generic plane
PC p2w+1 is a theta characteristic on the curve of jumping lines of E\P in the sense
of Barth [3].
From proposition 1. 10 we see that we can define a theta-characteristic ΘΕ for
every mathematical instanton b ndle E. 9E determines E up to isomorphism.
2. Existence of mathematical instanton bundles on P2n + l
The purpose of this section is to show that the sets M/p2n+i(/c) are non-empty for
all /c^l, n^ l .
Proposition 1. 10 shows, that it is sufficient to construct a non-degenerate simple
Symmetrie Kronecker module α of rank 2n-h2fe . By definition α is a linear map
We choose a basis in H and represent α by a k χ fc-matrix A with entries in A2
^ = (4^-1.....*, AtjeA2V*.
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First we have to express the properties of α in terms of A. Identifying Λ2 V* with the
space of symplectic linear maps
A2 V* = {<pe L(V, V*)\ φ* = - φ}.
we define for every ve V* a vector
\Aik(v)
We then get
Lemma 2.1. Let a: A2V^> L(H, H*) be a linear map, Α = (Α^) α matrix, which
represents α with respect to a basis of H. α is a Symmetrie Kronecker module of rank
2 n + 2 k if and only if A has the following properties:
(i) Α^ = Αβνί,].
(ii) For all v ε F\{0} we have in Ak(V*®k)
Αι(υ) Λ ··· Λ Ak(v)*Q.
(iii) rk A — 2 n + 2 k, where we consider A s a linear map
α is non-degenerate iff the following holds:
(iv) rk(Aij(vl Λ v2)) = k for almost all vl9 v2 e V.
α is simple iff A has the property
(v) AX = 7^4 /or complex k χ k-matrices Χ, Υ implies X = 7 = λ Ik.
No w let A be a matrix with the properties (i) — (iii). Then A defines a monad
(6) θ-+0(-1)θ*^Ω(1)Θ*Α0φ"-^0
where M = 2n(fc — 1).
The morphism α is given by A and b is given by an m χ k-matrix
/=!,..., m,
*-(»</) ,·_!
 k "«6*J — l, . . ., fC
with entries in F.
Lemma 2.2. 1^ mairix B = (vi}) defines an epimorphism b : Q ( l ) ® k - + ( [ ) ® m if and
only iffor all A = (A1? ..., Am)e Cm\{0} w
(Σ ν
\ μ=1 μ=1
αί least on pair l ^  i, j ^  k .
3i Journal f r Mathematik. Band 364
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Proof. b is an epimorphism if and only if fe* is itijective in each fibre. This is
condition (vi).
define
Proposition 2. 3. Lei k^2. Choose a basis {ei9..., £„+i,/i, ...,/„+1} for V. We
/
(7)
/'/r \
\ e e'f f '
Then B defines an epimorphism b : Q(\)®k-*G®m.
Proof. We have to verify the condition (vi).
Let
λι=(λ\,...,$ε C", μ, = (Α,...,μ$ε C",
x = (A1; μι, ..., 4_1; k-i)e Cm.
If Bt denotes the ith column of B we must show that
x i A x ,. = Oe/i 2F V i < /
implies x = 0.
Define λ] = 0, μ] = 0 if or z ^ O or / ^ f e . Then we compute
Π + 1 B + l
v = l
Assume now . = 0 V i,j. We show by induction, that then Af = 0.
This is true for i <i 0 by definition. For the induction step we assume λ\Γ l = 0 for
all v and show Aj, = 0 using descending induction on v. If Alv+J- vanishes for / ^ l the
coefficient of ev Λ ev+j in xBt Λ xB i+j (j = l, ..., n+1 — v) is
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These coefficients vanish. We form the alternating sum and get
This proves the proposition.
If we can find a matrix A = (AiJ)£(A2V*)k*k which has the three properties
(i) Ay^Aji,
(ii) Α^Ό) Λ ··· Λ Ak(O)*Q for υε F\{0}5
(iii)' BA = Q,
then A will define a Symmetrie Kronecker module of rank 2 n + 2 f c .
Consider the vector space PB of matrices A e (A2 V*)kxk with (i) and (iii)'. It is easy
to define a basis for this vector space.
Proposition 2. 4 Lei z — ( z i 9 . . . , z2 „+2 & -1) N 2 n + 2 k - }
Z2k-j+l 2k
Z2k-j+l
Z2k-j+n
-j+n\
Z2k-j+2n/
A2(z)
\Ak(z)
map zh-»/4(z) is an isomorphism
Proo/ Identifying ^4y with a skew-symmetric (2 n+ 2) χ (2 n + 2)-matrix condition
(iii)' means: the v'h column of AtJ equals the (v + l)th column of — A{+1 <} for v = l,..., n
and v = n + 2,. . . ,2n + l.
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The proof is now straightforward.
Now we use this isomorphism to define A. If (εΐ 5 . . . , £2„+2k-i} is the Standard
basis of C2»*2*-1
 We define
(8)
Proposition 2. 5. TTie matrix A defined in (8) has the property (ii).
Proo/ It is sufficient to prove that the equation
"
+1
=0, λε <C
has only the trivial solution A = 0. This is equivalent to the following
Claim. If all k-minors of the k(n+l)xk-matrix
/Α[λ Α'2λ ··· Αίλ
Α'λ = A'-, λ
\Α(λ
vanish, follows, that A = 0.
To prove this claim, one has to consider the two cases fe^n-fl, fe>n + l
separately. Writing out the matrices λ in each of these two cases it is only a matter of
patience to check the claim.
We can now use the matrix A in (8) to construct an algebraic rank-2 n b ndle EA( ι Υ
on P2n+1 with Chern polynomial ct(EA) = l ^ 1 . EA has a symplectic structure and
natural cohomology in the r nge — 2n — l ^ / ^O . It remains to verify, that EA is simple
and trivial on generic lines, i.e. that A has the properties (v) and (iv) in lemina 2. 1.
(v) can be checked directly. To prove (iv), it is sufficient to find some special vectors
0i—Σ aie» ^2 = Σ bifi such that the k χ fc-matrix
A(vi Λ »2) =
VAa
VA'2a
is non-degenerate.
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For example if k ^  n +1 we get
The case fc>n + l is similar.
This was the final step in proving
Theorem 2. 6. For every k ^  l, n i> l there exist mathematical instanton bundles
with quantum number k on p2n+1.
The above construction gives only very special bundles £ on P2n+1. For these
bundles we have ft°(£(!)) = 2n and the evaluation map : ®2"—>£(!) has the
determinant
det = det
where x l 5 . . . , xn+1, y l 5 . . . , yn+1 are homogeneous coordinates on p2n+1 äs above.
X = (det(p)0 is an irreducible hypersurface of degree 2 n in p2n+i and non
Singular only in the case n= l . E (i) can be constructed äs extension
0 -> &2«-1 _> £(1) _» jr(2 n) -> 0
with a 2-codimensional subspace 7c p2n+1 lying in X.
For example in the case n = 2, fc = 2, 7 is a variety of degree 8 in P5.
It would be interesting to compute the moduli space M/p5(2). In particular one
should try to decide if there are smooth varieties which occur äs dependency locus of
sections in £(1). The generic hyperplane section S of would be a smooth rational
surface of degree 8 in P4 of type S= P2(xö,..., x10) embedded by the linear System of
degree 7 curves in P2 with nodes in x l5 ...,x10 passing through x0 [11].
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